
SOUKYAM

SPA MENU



THE PATH TO HEALING AND WELLNESS

Soukyam in Tamil literally translates to ‘Good Health’. 
Our spa o�ers holistic treatments / Baths / Beauty Therapies that borrow 
wisdom from aspects of Siddha. This native Dravidian science dates back 

centuries and is said to have its roots in divine Indian mythology.

A wealth of traditional knowledge and ancient healing techniques, have been 
specifically curated to o�er a world-class contemporary spa experience at 

Soukyam, which use safe, gentle and organic ingredients.

Experts have designed rituals that fulfill personal goals; right from lifestyle                  
transformations to a personalised daily itinerary, from therapeutic massages to 

traditional modes of toxic elimination.

Soukyam is surrounded by wellness cuisine, daily guided meditation and yoga, 
nutrition guidance, music performances, herbs and gardens that create an 

overall experience of wellbeing.

SOUKYAM



RITUALS

Each therapy allows us to prescribe a personal healing plan just for you, taking 
into account your body’s needs.

When you enter Soukyam, take a deep breath and let yourself succumb to 
gentle fragrance of natural aroma oils, handpicked and blended from local 

organic ingredients.

Each ritual is accompanied by Sound Therapy, which ensures relaxation and 
mental wellbeing. Healing & Balancing of Chakras ensures that your body, mind 

and soul are restored and rejuvenated.

Finally, Chandanam (a dot of sandalwood) is applied on the forehead, a custom 
that shows guests how much their visit has been appreciated. It also blocks 
negative energy from entering your body through your third eye, relieves 

insomnia and stress, and has cooling properties.

PAARAMPARIYAM



This customised therapy relaxes your mind with blends of local essential oils, combined 
with kneading and poultices with Indian herbs. Organic coconut oil is used. Abhyanga 
improves physical consistency, helps to liquefy toxins and induces relaxation, whilst 
normalising blood pressure and eliminating impurities. This is followed by a traditional 
South Indian Snanam (bath) ritual. 

CHIKICHAIKAL
THERAPIES - SOUKYAM SIGNATURE

₹ 3,500 / ₹ 5,000Duration: 90 / 120 minutes

Aromatherapy is the art of using natural essential oils of plants, roots, flowers and barks 
of trees. This massage is o�ered with handpicked ingredients from across Tamil Nadu.

NEKILVU / MENMAI
CALMING

₹ 3,000 / ₹ 4,500 / 5,500Duration: 60 / 90 / 120 minutes



The classic deep tissue manipulation therapy, the most conventional form of alternate 
healing, is combined with native massage techniques. 

VALIMAI 
ENERGISING

₹ 3,000 / ₹ 4,500 / 5,500Duration: 60 / 90 / 120 minutes

Enjoy therapy from organic coconut oil, to hydrate and rejuvenate your skin.                   
The treatment works on muscles gently and deeply. A gentle body exfoliation a scrub 
that includes organic  grated coconut, refines and polishes your body. 

SELUMAI  
STIMULATING

₹ 5,000 / ₹ 6,000Duration: 90 / 120 minutes



Enjoy therapy from organic coconut oil, to hydrate and rejuvenate your skin.                   
The treatment works on muscles gently and deeply. A gentle body exfoliation a scrub 
that includes organic  grated coconut, refines and polishes your body. 

Raw Rice & Ghee
Choru or rice is the most e�ective form of exfoliation in Tamil culture. Used with pure 
organic ghee, this scrub helps remove dead skin cells, while moisturising skin. 

Tamarind & Ginger 
This invigorating body scrub with tamarind and ginger harvested by local farmers 
around Thanjavur, exfoliates and refines your skin, leaving you feeling refreshed.

Ubtan Wrap 
A gentle massage, fragrant steam, and a facial ‘Ubtan’, Cleanses, Nourishes and 
exfoliates the skin. The purest form of Chandanam (Sandalwood) powder and Herbs, 
mixed with locally-sourced milk, gramflour, organic honey and distilled rosewater is 
applied on the body. A relaxing hot oil herbal scalp massage,along with accompanying 
native hand & foot treatments, bring the luxurious experience to an end.

SRI SIGNATURE
SCRUBS & WRAP

₹ 2,500Duration: 45 minutes



₹ 2,500Duration: 60 minutes

Your expert esthetician will cleanse with rose water, exfoliate with finely ground rice, 
hydrate with milk and steam to help with product penetration and the extraction of any 
impurities. This is followed by an ubtan masuqe to instantly boost the skin’s vitality and 
radiance. 

MUKA POOCHU
FACIALS - SOUNDARYA SIGNATURE

A cleansing ritual begins with pure rosewater, followed by an apricot scrub, and a 
relaxing facial massage using cold-pressed almond oil, to add nourishment to your skin. 

MENMAI  
CLEANSER

₹ 1,800Duration: 45 minutes



Treat your feet to a lavish experience designed to soothe tired skin, soften calluses and 
increase blood circulation. The treatment includes an invigorating foaming foot scrub, 
hydrating mask, and therapeutic massage.

PADAM
FOOT THERAPY

₹ 1,000 / ₹ 1,500Duration: 30 / 45 minutes

This age-old traditional blend of hibiscus and neem oils with a hint of holy basil, relaxes 
the mind, nourishes the scalp, prevents hair loss, and delays the onset of graying. 

SIRAM  
HEAD MASSAGE

₹ 1,500Duration: 45 minutes



Using pure camphor oils, which create a soothing and cooling sensation, our therapists 
gently knead your back and shoulder muscles, removing knots, keeping stress and 
tension at bay.

BHUJA
NECK & SHOULDER THERAPY

₹ 2,000Duration: 60 minutes

Some wellness journeys are better when shared! Why not experience a pampering 
massage for two, in our tranquil dual suite? Along with a friend or loved one, enjoy 
custom massages side-by-side. Immerse yourself in a soothing therapy, followed by an 
invigorating body wrap, scrub and soak. Finish your experience with a refreshing facial.
Accompanied by chef’s special salad and herbal tea for two

TIME FOR TWO

₹ 9,500Duration: 200 minutes



•  Our spa team is happy to o�er advice, to ensure you choose treatments specifically  
    suited to your spa needs.
•  Treatments may be combined to create unique spa experiences. 
•  To enhance your spa experience, we encourage you to arrive 20 minutes prior to    
    your treatment. This will allow time for you to complete a consultation form and get      
   changed into one of our luxurious robes and spa footwear. 
•  Giving yourself time prior to your treatment will help optimise the overall e�ect of    
    your visit.

What are the contra-indications for massages and spa therapies?
Varicose veins, infectious skin diseases, unidentified  swelling/lumps, fever, recent 
fractures, diabetes, heart diseases, pregnancy, first few days of menstrual cycles, high 
BP, AIDS, hepatitis, cancer, osteoporosis & obesity – all of the above, require written 
medical clearance to avail any of the spa treatments

Are appointments necessary, or can I just walk in?
We are happy to serve you as a walk-in customer, though we would recommend making 
an appointment in advance. Since therapists and time slots get booked in advance, we 
may not always be available to serve walk-in clients.

SPA BASICS / ETIQUETTE
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Can I eat right before or after my services?
It is best to eat a light meal or snack 60-90 minutes before your service. There should 
be no problem having a meal after your services are completed, unless specified by the 
therapist.

What kinds of ingredients are included in your products?
We have taken great care in choosing natural products across all our treatments. 
However, some guests sometimes do react even to these. If you are allergic to anything, 
it is best to inform our sta� prior to receiving your treatment.

I’m pregnant. What types of treatments can I receive?
A pregnant client needs to focus on unique treatments that will make her body feel 
especially good during this special time of her life. While a head, neck and shoulder 
massage with simple base oils are enjoyed, we do not recommend full-body massages, 
the use of aromatherapy products or other water-based therapies.

Is it appropriate for minors to opt for treatments?
We cater only to guests above 18 years of age, as per the laws of the land.
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Smoking & Alcohol
Smoking and alcoholic beverages are not permitted in the spa. We recommend that you 
avoid consuming alcohol within eight hours of your treatment as it can interfere with 
several body functions.

Respect for other guests
Our spa promotes an environment of tranquility and relaxation. Please respect other 
guests' rights to privacy and peace. The use of cellular phones and electronic devices is 
prohibited in the spa.

How do I make a spa appointment?
You can call the front desk any time during business hours, or stop by the spa yourself 
to schedule an appointment.

May I wear jewelry to the spa?
To ensure total relaxation, we recommend leaving jewellery and valuables at home as 
we cannot be responsible for lost items.
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Should I tell anyone about any physical, medical or allergy concerns?
Upon your arrival to our spa, you will be asked to fill out a personal health history 
questionnaire so that the spa therapists may provide you with the best possible 
experience and assure your maximum safety and comfort. Since our sta� is not 
medically trained, we recommend that you obtain your physician’s consent prior to 
making your booking. 

Do I have to disrobe entirely for a spa treatment?
All therapies will be performed while you are wearing disposable undergarments. 

SPA BASICS / ETIQUETTE

Our business hours are from
8am to 8pm, 7 days a week.



info@svatma.in | www.svatma.in

Registered O�ce
New No. 42, Old No. 29, 35th Cross Street,

Besant Nagar, Chennai, Tamil Nadu - 600 090, India.

Phone: +91 7601 004 004

Hotel Address
No. 4/1116, Blake Higher Secondary School Road,
M. Chavadi, Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu - 613 001, India.

Phone: +91 4362 273 222
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